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Abstract:
Convergence research is driven by specific and compelling problems and requires deep
integration across disciplines. The potential of convergence research is widely recognized, but
questions remain about how to design, facilitate, and assess such research. Here we analyze a
seven-year, twelve-million-dollar convergence project on sustainable climate risk management
to answer two questions. First, what is the impact of a project-level emphasis on the values that
motivate and tie convergence research to the compelling problems? Second, how does
participation in convergence projects shape the research of postdoctoral scholars who are still in
the process of establishing themselves professionally? We use an interview-based approach to
characterize what the project specifically enabled in each participant’s research. We find that (a)
the project pushed participants’ research into better alignment with the motivating concept of
convergence research and that this effect was stronger for postdoctoral scholars than for more
senior faculty. (b) Postdocs’ self-assessed understanding of key project themes, however,
appears unconnected to metrics of project participation, raising questions about training and
integration. Regarding values, (c) the project enabled heightened attention to values in the
research of a large minority of participants. (d) Participants strongly believe in the importance of
explicitly reflecting on values that motivate and pervade scientific research, but they question
their own understanding of how to put value-focused science into practice. This mismatch of
perceived importance with poor understanding highlights an unmet need in the practice of
convergence science.
1 Introduction
Many pressing societal problems—such as pandemics, antibiotic resistance, global climate
change, and sustainable development—span established academic disciplines. For problems
like these, improving understanding of underlying trade-offs and providing effective decision
support requires integrating expertise and insights across disciplines and stakeholders (National
Research Council 2014; Institute of Medicine 2005; National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine 2019). A number of partly-overlapping labels are used to describe
such integrative research, including interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary, and convergence
research (we will refer collectively to ITC research) (Huutoniemi et al. 2010; Institute of Medicine
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2005; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2019; National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine 2021; National Research Council 2014; National
Science Foundation n.d.). In light of its standing among the “10 Big Ideas” of the US National
Science Foundation (NSF) (National Science Foundation n.d.), here we prioritize the concept of
convergence research, characterized as research “driven by a specific and compelling problem”
and involving “deep integration across disciplines” (National Science Foundation n.d.).
Nevertheless, we situate our study with respect to the broader umbrella of ITC research, given
the overlap between concepts. A series of National Academies reports synthesizes current
understanding and best practices for facilitating ITC research (National Research Council 2014;
Institute of Medicine 2005; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2019).
One theme in these reports is a continuing need for more meta-research or science of science
(Fortunato et al. 2018; Ioannidis 2018) to better understand the social and intellectual processes
conducive to ITC research (National Research Council 2014; Institute of Medicine 2005;
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2019).
A growing literature is responding to this need, using a variety of methods including bibliometric
analyses (Porter et al. 2006; Anzai et al. 2012; Abramo, D’Angelo, and Zhang 2018; Porter et al.
2010; Kodama, Watatani, and Sengoku 2013), surveys of research participants (Tress, Tress,
and Fry 2005; Cummings and Kiesler 2005; van Rijnsoever and Hessels 2011; Teirlinck and
Spithoven 2015), interviews (Corley, Boardman, and Bozeman 2006; Lundershausen 2018; Polk
2014; Siedlok, Hibbert, and Sillince 2015; Tress, Tress, and Fry 2005; Wall, Meadow, and
Horganic 2017), ethnographic observation (MacLeod and Nersessian 2014; Polk 2014; Siedlok,
Hibbert, and Sillince 2015), document analysis of proposals, meeting minutes, or other sources
(Gaziulusoy et al. 2016; Corley, Boardman, and Bozeman 2006; Cummings and Kiesler 2007;
Siedlok, Hibbert, and Sillince 2015), analysis of data from funding agencies (Bromham,
Dinnage, and Hua 2016; Cummings and Kiesler 2007), and reflections on personal experience
(Freeth and Caniglia 2020; Gaziulusoy et al. 2016; König et al. 2013; Lang et al. 2012; McLeish
and Strang 2016; West, van Kerkhoff, and Wagenaar 2019).
Such studies pursue a variety of aims, including measuring collaboration and interdisciplinarity
(Porter et al. 2006, 2007; Porter, Roessner, and Heberger 2008; Anzai et al. 2012; Abramo,
D’Angelo, and Di Costa 2012; Abramo, D’Angelo, and Zhang 2018; Sylvan Katz and Martin
1997), identifying barriers (Brister 2016; Gaziulusoy et al. 2016; Lang et al. 2012; MacLeod
2018), evaluating coordination mechanisms (Cummings and Kiesler 2005, 2007), measuring
funding success (Bromham, Dinnage, and Hua 2016), linking outcomes to individual- or
project-level characteristics (Polk 2014; Teirlinck and Spithoven 2015; Tress, Tress, and Fry
2005; van Rijnsoever and Hessels 2011), and developing frameworks for guiding ITC research
(Corley, Boardman, and Bozeman 2006; Freeth and Caniglia 2020; König et al. 2013; Lang et
al. 2012; Siedlok and Hibbert 2014; West, van Kerkhoff, and Wagenaar 2019) or for studying
and evaluating ITC research (Bark, Kragt, and Robson 2016; Huutoniemi et al. 2010; Klein
2008; Kodama, Watatani, and Sengoku 2013; MacLeod and Nagatsu 2018; McLeish and Strang
2016; Wall, Meadow, and Horganic 2017). A majority of such studies also leverage their findings
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to posit generalized insights and recommendations, targeting all levels of organization from
participants and project leaders through institutions and funding agencies.
This growing body of research has provided important insights, but many questions remain. Our
study addresses two open questions. The first concerns the importance of values in ITC
research. Disciplines and institutions have their own cultures, defined in part by shared values
(Institute of Medicine 2005; Laursen, Gonnerman, and Crowley 2021). These values include
both ethical values regarding the societal importance of research (Bessette et al. 2017;
Diekmann and Peterson 2013; Vezér et al. 2018) and epistemic values—also called knowledge
values (Rhoten 2003)—regarding the scientific importance of research questions and the
features that make a piece of research respectable and rigorous (Vezér et al. 2018; Mayer et al.
2017; MacLeod 2018). Non-academic partners and other stakeholders bring their own sets of
values (O’Brien and Wolf 2010; Polk 2014; Tschakert et al. 2017). Openness to other
perspectives and values may be a common characteristic of successful ITC researchers
(Institute of Medicine 2005; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2019),
and divergence in values (both ethical and epistemic) can be a powerful obstacle to ITC
research (Brister 2016; MacLeod 2018; MacLeod and Nagatsu 2018). While some ITC
integration tools include a role for values (Robinson et al. 2016; Laursen, Gonnerman, and
Crowley 2021), there is an absence of project-level studies investigating efforts to improve ITC
research through strategies that foreground values.
A second question concerns what junior scholars, who are still in the process of establishing
themselves professionally, learn through participation in ITC projects. Barriers and best
practices for ITC research vary by career stage (Institute of Medicine 2005; National Research
Council 2014). Postdoctoral scholars in particular can play an important role in collaborations
and connections within ITC projects (National Research Council 2014; Rhoten 2003), and
postdoctoral experiences may provide “the best opportunity for researchers to train deeply in a
new discipline” (Institute of Medicine 2005). Despite considerable attention to the training of
postdoctoral scholars (henceforth postdocs) in science generally, the literature offers little
targeted insight into what postdocs learn from participating in ITC projects or how these
experiences shape their research.
To address these questions, we combine participant interviews (n=29), bibliometric analysis
(155 publications), and individual-level project data in a mixed-methods case study of a large
convergence-science project, the Network for Sustainable Climate Risk Management (SCRiM).
SCRiM was a $11.9-million research network funded from 2012 to 2019 through the NSF’s
Sustainability Research Networks (SRN) program (National Science Foundation n.d.), a
precursor to the current Growing Convergence Research (National Science Foundation n.d.)
and Sustainable Regional Systems Research Networks (National Science Foundation n.d.)
programs. SCRiM spanned a number of disciplines, including Earth sciences, statistics,
engineering, economics, decision- and risk-analysis, philosophy, and the social sciences. The
project included twenty-six funded senior personnel across eight institutions as well as
postdocs, graduate and undergraduate students, and administrative staff. SCRiM’s mission was
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to identify “sustainable, scientifically sound, technologically feasible, economically efficient, and
ethically defensible climate risk management strategies” (“The Network for Sustainable Climate
Risk Management (SCRiM)” n.d.).
A distinctive feature of SCRiM allows us to address our question concerning the role of values in
convergence research. SCRiM included an element of heightened attention to the values
shaping and embedded within research. Project leaders brought this focus on values into
SCRiM through the concept of coupled ethical-epistemic analysis, which refers to a practice of
deliberating over method choices and research design with explicit consideration for both ethical
and epistemic values, including trade-offs among values (Tuana 2013; Tuana et al. 2012; Valles,
Piso, and O’Rourke 2019). For example, design choices that benefit real-world relevance and
applicability of potential findings (ethical values) may sometimes trade off against the feasibility
and trustworthiness of the required analysis (epistemic values), or against the prospect of
fundamental scientific insights (more epistemic values). The practice of coupled
ethical-epistemic analysis was discussed at SCRiM’s annual all-hands meetings, taught in the
project’s annual summer school, and further developed and applied through a number of
collaborative SCRiM co-supported publications (Bessette et al. 2017; Mayer et al. 2017; Vezér
et al. 2018; Garner, Reed, and Keller 2016; Helgeson et al. 2021; Wong et al. 2017).
We examine the impact and reception of this focus on values in SCRiM by two routes. First, we
ask SCRiM participants whether and how the project shaped their own research. Through this
general, open-ended question, we survey all changes in the character or content of individuals’
research that participants themselves attribute to their participation in SCRiM. We identify
common elements within participant responses (including, but not limited to, the values focus)
and quantify their frequency across participants. Second, we ask a series of targeted questions
about specific cross-cutting themes identified by the authors as representing SCRIM’s overall
research agenda. One of these themes is coupled ethical-epistemic analysis. Using a
quantitative rating scale, we asked participants to indicate how well they understood each of
these themes and also how important they considered it for achieving the project’s research
goals. This allows us to compare perceptions and attitudes across themes and participants.
Due to its size and duration, SCRiM provides a relatively large pool of postdoc participants
whose research and training may have been shaped by their participation in a convergence
research project. We investigate the participation of postdocs in convergence research by
interviewing both faculty and postdoc participants in SCRiM and partitioning the results of our
analyses to reveal contrasts between these two groups. We explore individual variation in
quantitative responses through further steps of analysis examining potential explanatory
variables drawn from individual-level project data (e.g., funding level) and from a bibliographic
analysis of coauthorship patterns within SCRiM-supported publications.
2 Participant interviews
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We invited all SCRiM-funded faculty and postdocs for interviews. Twenty-nine took part (66%
response rate), with roughly equal numbers of faculty (n=15) and postdocs (n=14). (SCRiM also
funded thirty-four graduate and undergraduate students, whom we omitted from the study for
two reasons: to minimize risk of improper influence in the recruitment of institutionally and
deferentially vulnerable research participants, and because students have typically done too
little prior research to answer a key question regarding SCRiM’s influence on their work.)
All interviews were conducted by a single interviewer in February and March of 2018 via
teleconference (Zoom). Interviews were recorded and professionally transcribed. The transcripts
were reviewed and corrected by the interviewer with reference to the recordings. (Due to
technical difficulties, one interview was conducted by phone and not recorded; in this case, the
interviewer took notes by hand.) Table S2 displays the full list of interview questions and the
subset on which we report here.
To prompt responses on how SCRiM shaped participants’ research, we asked participants to
describe any aspects of their SCRiM-supported research that were “uniquely enabled” by the
project, in contrast to what they might have done outside the project, but with the same level of
funding (question 2, Table S2). While the question involves a hypothetical comparison, it is one
that each individual is well-placed to make, since they are speaking only for themselves and
their own research trajectory. By framing the question in this way, we focus on the “value added”
of the project understood in causal terms.
We subsequently raised three cross-cutting themes identified in advance as characteristic of
SCRiM’s overall research agenda. The first theme was multi-objective robust decision
analysis, an approach to decision analysis that evaluates strategies based on their
performance across a wide range of possibilities while eschewing premature assumptions about
the relative importance of diverse objectives (Kasprzyk et al. 2013; Hadka et al. 2015). The
second theme, identifying and characterizing deep uncertainties, refers to a commitment to
questioning modeling assumptions and incorporating into analyses even those uncertainties that
cannot be uncontroversially quantified with a single probability distribution (Kwakkel and Pruyt
2013; Lempert et al. 2006). The third theme was coupled ethical-epistemic analysis (see
above). We asked participants to indicate how well they understood each theme and also how
important they considered it for achieving the project’s research goals—in both cases using a
rating scale from one to five (questions 3–5, Table S2).
3 Transcript analysis and results
Two coders (also called raters) analyzed participant responses to the “uniquely enabled”
question by first developing and testing a set of concepts corresponding to common themes
within participant responses, then coding the responses (flagging instances of the concepts as
they occur in the transcripts) to enable quantification of those concepts’ frequency and
distribution (Saldana 2015). One quarter of the transcripts were independently double-coded as
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a check on coder subjectivity. We coded transcripts using the Brat rapid annotation tool
(Stenetorp et al. 2012) followed by processing and plotting in R (R Core Team 2013). See SI for
details of code development, the final codebook, and inter-rater reliability calculations.
Despite variation in the topics and questions addressed by participants’ research, we identified
four general attributes shared across participant responses to the “uniquely enabled” question.
Bridging disciplines refers to the crossing of disciplinary boundaries in one’s research. Decision
relevance refers to a greater focus on actionable insights or the relevance of research to
real-world decisions. Treatment of uncertainties refers to expanded or improved treatment of
uncertainties in methods and findings. Attention to values refers to greater attention to ethical
values motivating the research and ethical assumptions embedded within the research. Table 1
displays interview excerpts illustrating each attribute. Figure 1 shows their frequency across
participants, including the breakdown by faculty versus postdocs.
Table 1: Example interview excerpts illustrating four general attributes of the research
enabled by the convergence research project SCRiM.
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Figure 1: Four attributes of the changes to individuals’ research that resulted from
participation in the convergence research project SCRiM: bridging disciplines, decision
relevance, treatment of uncertainties, and attention to values. These attributes
summarize ways that research done through the project diverged from what each
participant considered their own business-as-usual trajectory in the absence of
participating in SCRiM. Bars show the fraction of participants whose description of what
SCRiM enabled in their own work includes the attribute (inter-rater reliability = 0.92). The
top panel shows all participants in aggregate; the bottom panel separates faculty from
postdocs.
Regarding the cross-cutting themes specified in advance, all three themes were judged highly
important, with coupled ethical-epistemic analysis rated (narrowly) the highest (Figure 2).
Understanding varied more across themes, with coupled ethical-epistemic analysis notably
lower than the other two (Figure 2). The responses on coupled ethical-epistemic analysis thus
stand out for the—perhaps surprising—combination of highest perceived importance together
with lowest perceived understanding.
All participants answered the understanding questions, but one-third did not answer the
importance questions as they felt unable to make the required judgments. Figure 2 includes all
responses, with each histogram normalized to display response frequencies. An alternative
approach would be to discard understanding responses from participants who did not also
answer the importance questions; this shifts each understanding distribution slightly to the right
(i.e., participants who felt unable to judge importance had relatively low understanding). Most
participants supplied integer answers to these rating-scale questions, but some (about 20%)
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gave intervals such as “three to four.” In order to include all data in the histograms (Figure 2),
intervals were treated as a weighted combination of integers.
Figure 2: Histograms showing the distribution of participant responses on perceived
importance and self-assessed understanding of three cross-cutting themes representing
the research agenda of the project SCRiM: a) multi-objective robust decision analysis, b)
identifying and characterizing deep uncertainties, and c) coupled ethical-epistemic
analysis. See the main text for explanations of the three themes. Points on the x-axis
indicate means.
4 Further analysis
To further contextualize and interpret results reported above, we bring to bear two additional
sources of data: project management records and a database of SCRiM-supported research
publications. The management records include individual-level details of project personnel,
funding levels, and attendance at SCRiM’s annual all-hands meetings and summer schools.
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4.1 Attention to values in uniquely enabled research
A large minority of participants (roughly forty percent) described “uniquely enabled” departures
from their previous research trajectory that we subsequently coded as “attention to values”
(Table 1; Figure 1). As a check on our coders’ interpretation of researcher statements, and to
provide more detail on how this “attention to values” was expressed in research outputs, we
examined the SCRiM-supported publications of this subset of participants. Among the
publications co-authored by each participant, we identified those publications whose content
best corresponded to the participant’s statements about “uniquely enabled” research that were
subsequently coded as “attention to values.” Table 2 lists the publications identified through this
process and summarizes aspects in which each exhibits attention to values. We emphasize that
Table 2 is not an exhaustive accounting of values components across SCRiM-supported
research, but rather a summary of those instances where at least one co-author (among the
researchers interviewed) volunteered the attention-to-values aspect of the research as
something that was uniquely enabled by their participation in SCRiM.
Of the eleven interview participants whose “uniquely enabled” research descriptions were coded
as “attention to values,” nine are coauthors of papers listed in Table 2. As of the cutoff date used
in our publications analysis (see below), the remaining two participants had not (yet) published
research corresponding to their research descriptions coded as “attention to values.”
Table 2. The table lists SCRiM-supported publications containing research that interview
participants’ considered “uniquely enabled” by SCRiM and that we subsequently
categorized as including “attention to values” (Figure 1). Entries in the right column
briefly summarize how each publication exhibits attention to values.
Publication Summary of how the publication exhibits “attention to values.”
(Adler et al.
2017)
Examines ethical assumptions within calculations of the social cost of carbon (SCC).
Gives new estimates of SCC by varying ethical assumptions about the distribution of
impacts with special attention to a prioritarian philosophy of social welfare.
(Bakker et al.
2017)
Produces novel sea-level rise projections by questioning common implicit motivating
assumptions in study design. Aims to enable identification of robust coastal adaptation




Develops a new computational model of Greenland ice sheet melting with design
choices shaped by concern for low-probability, high-impact futures and decision makers’
interest in the reliability or robustness of adaptation strategies in the face of uncertainty.
(Bessette et al.
2017)
Investigates the values and goals of New Orleans residents in connection with coastal
flood risk management through an interview-based study eliciting both knowledge about
climate risks and concerns for climate impacts and management outcomes.
(Garner and
Keller 2018)
Demonstrates evaluation of coastal flood risk management strategies using a more
inclusive approach to values by decomposing a standard measure of outcome




Demonstrates global mitigation policy analysis with a standard economic measure of
policy success decomposed into four component objectives. Reveals trade-offs among




Argues that in contexts of deep uncertainty, predict-then-act approaches to decision
support can lead to gridlock or overconfidence while context-first approaches like robust
decision making can better facilitate ethical deliberations needed to evaluate actions.
(Mayer et al.
2017)
Investigates the ethical and epistemic values driving model development and study
design in climate risk research by interviewing researchers and presenting results in
terms of where specific values come into play within a scientific modeling workflow.
(Quinn et al.
2018)
Demonstrates evaluation of reservoir management strategies while incorporating
large-ensemble exploratory modeling of extreme precipitation changes motivated by
decision makers’ concerns for high reliability in meeting management objectives.
(Simpson et al.
2016)
Develops an immersive, 3D data visualization platform for displaying trade-offs among
multiple policy objectives in global climate mitigation policy analysis to support
multi-objective analyses and help realize their potential to facilitate ethical deliberation.
(Singh, Reed,
and Keller 2015)
Demonstrates decision analysis for ecosystem management that departs from standard
problem formulations with a single value function to use multiple objectives with no
pre-specified weights to reflect multiple stakeholder perspectives on contested values.
(Tuana 2013) Argues for benefits of including philosophers in interdisciplinary STEM research, such as
identifying ethical aspects of research design and methods choices, highlighting implicit
priorities in disciplinary practices, and aligning research with real-world needs.
(Vezér et al.
2018)
Calls attention to diverse consequences of model choice in risk analysis, including for
computational tractability, transparency, flexibility of modeling frameworks, and capacity
to address issues that matter to stakeholders in light of their values and goals.
(Ward et al.
2015)
Proposes a stylized environmental management problem as a new benchmark for
evaluating optimization algorithms. Key problem features include many control variables,
uncertain threshold response, and competing objectives with value disagreement.
(Wong et al.
2017)
Develops a new computational model of regional sea-level rise with explicit discussion of
values motivating design choices, including transparency, accessibility, and flexibility, to
promote sharing of computer code and reproducibility of results in the geosciences.
4.2 Variation in participant understanding of project themes
Returning to participants’ rating-scale responses on SCRiM’s cross-cutting themes (Figure 2),
self-assessed understanding showed far more variation than the importance judgments. To
investigate this variation, we use the mean of each participant’s three understanding scores in a
further step of analysis. Since few participants entered the network with expertise in more than
one theme, we use mean understanding across the three themes as an indicator of individual
intellectual integration into the project. Drawing from the data sources noted above, we
construct three potential explanatory variables for this understanding indicator: (a) months of
project funding received by the participant, (b) number of project-wide events attended by the
participant, and (c) an index of interdisciplinary coauthorship within SCRiM publications.
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To calculate the coauthorship index, we assign each SCRiM participant a primary departmental
affiliation by reviewing participants’ institutional websites (Table S8). For each publication, we
then count the number of unique affiliations among SCRiM coauthors and subtract one.
Summing across the publications coauthored by a participant yields that individual’s
coauthorship index. In other words, the index sums the number of instances of coauthorship
with SCRiM coauthors outside the participant’s home department. As a supplement to this
department-based index, we repeat the same calculation using a purpose-built disciplinary
classification (Table S9) that groups participants somewhat differently than departmental
affiliations.
For calculating the coauthorship indices (and also for the document analysis above) we
consider all SCRiM-supported research publications published as of March 2019 (155
publications). The rationale for this date (one year after completing the interviews) was to allow
for research already underway at the time of the interviews to be included in the analysis. We
used the Python package pubStats (developed for this project, and available via GitHub
repository) to calculate coauthorship indices and other analytical outputs used qualitatively to
guide the coauthorship analysis.
Figure 3 plots the understanding indicator against the potential explanatory variables, with
faculty (top row) separated from postdocs (bottom row). These variables indeed appear relevant
to faculty understanding (Figures 3a–c), with 90% confidence intervals for the slope of linear
regression lines excluding zero for the coauthorship index (both variants) and bounded by zero
(roughly) for both funding and attendance (see Figure 3 caption for confidence intervals). In
contrast, postdoc understanding shows no statistically significant linear relationship with the
potential explanatory variables (Figures 3d–f).
5 Discussion
The motivation for our study is the great and pressing need—from both scientific and societal
perspectives—for improving the practice of convergence research. Specifically, we have
targeted two research gaps within existing literature on the design, conduct, and evaluation of
projects falling under the somewhat broader umbrella of ITC research. These gaps concern the
role of values and the training of postdocs within such projects. We begin with postdocs.
5.1 Training and participation of postdocs
We identified four general attributes within participants’ descriptions of what SCRiM “uniquely
enabled” in their own research (Table 1; Figure 1). Among these, the two that occured most
frequently align with the defining elements of convergence research. Convergence research is
(1) driven by a specific and compelling problem and (2) involves deep integration across
disciplines (National Science Foundation n.d.). The most common attribute, bridging disciplines,
echoes “deep integration across disciplines,” while the second most common, decision
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relevance, can be seen as an indicator of research “driven by a specific and compelling
problem.” The frequencies of these two attributes were notably higher among postdocs than
among faculty, each occurring in two thirds of postdoc participants’ research (Figure 1). Indeed,
it is only because of postdocs that these attributes are, overall, the most common ones; among
faculty, the more SCRiM-specific attributes (treatment of uncertainties and attention to values)
were no less common than those characteristic of convergence research in general.
Figure 3: Self-assessed understanding of SCRiM research themes plotted against
potential explanatory variables. Each point is one participant. Mean understanding refers
to the average of an individual’s three self-assessed understanding scores. Figures
3a–3c (top row) show faculty. Figures 3d–3f (bottom row) show postdocs. The project
manager was removed from (a) and the lead PI was removed from (c) prior to calculating
regression lines and confidence intervals; see supplemental information for discussion.
90% confidence intervals for the slope of linear regression lines: a. (.01, .36), b. (-.02, .29),
c. dept. (.05, .19), disc. (.04, .20), d. (-.04, .04), e. (-.25, .16), f. dept. (-0.09, 0.09), disc. (-.06,
-.08).
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In this way, SCRiM appears to have pushed the research of postdocs in a convergence-science
direction more reliably than it did the research of faculty. One possible explanation is that faculty
often have broader project portfolios than postdocs, and these portfolios may be, overall, less
focused on convergence research. Another possibility is that faculty research agendas are more
rigid and less easily influenced. Our study suggests that insofar as postdoc research agendas
are more flexible, this flexibility was exploited to bend those agendas towards the concept of
convergence research. These results reinforce prior findings that postdocs can play an
important role in collaborations within ITC projects (National Research Council 2014; Rhoten
2003) and that postdoc experiences can provide a good opportunity for interdisciplinary training
(Institute of Medicine 2005).
While participation in SCRiM clearly made postdocs’ research more interdisciplinary and more
problem-driven, our analysis of individual variation in understanding of key project themes
leaves us with a puzzle about postdoctoral training. In contrast to faculty, we find no statistically
significant relationships between postdocs’ understanding of key project themes and our
potential explanatory variables (Figure 3). Yet it seems fair to assume that the amount of training
that postdocs received through SCRiM is likely linked to those variables. So why does this
training not improve perceived understanding of the project?
One possible explanation is that the week-long SCRiM summer school (attended by most
postdocs as part of an onboarding process) raised project understanding by an amount that
dwarfed the contribution of further experience and training within the project. While we suspect
project understanding among postdocs would be somewhat better correlated with our
explanatory variables in the absence of such a summer school, we do not believe this provides
a full explanation. Average understanding of the key project themes among postdocs was just
above three on a scale of one to five—slightly lower than faculty and with evident room for
improvement. Further training shows no sign of providing this improvement despite large
variation across postdocs in the proxies (proposed explanatory variables) we have used to
quantify that training.
Another possible explanation is that postdocs are typically advised to focus on specific and
tractable research questions and that this narrower focus detracts from developing an
understanding of the project as a whole. On this hypothesis, variation in project understanding
would be explained by the variation in specific research questions addressed by each postdoc:
postdocs developed an understanding of key project themes only where this was directly
relevant to their specific research questions. We consider this question an important topic for
future investigation.
5.2 Values in convergence research
SCRiM’s focus on values was motivated by two hypotheses: first, that explicit deliberation about
ethical and epistemic values can support the design of research that is relevant to real-world
problems, and second, that such deliberation can also support communication across academic
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cultures and between analysts and stakeholders. Our finding of “uniquely enabled” decision
relevance and bridging disciplines in a majority of participants’ research (Figure 1) is consistent
with these motivating hypotheses. Our study does not, however, specifically assess what
contribution SCRiM’s focus on values made to those outcomes.
We consider the finding of “uniquely enabled” attention to values in the research of nearly forty
percent of participants’ (Figure 1) an encouraging level of uptake for an aspect of research
typically not emphasized in scientific projects. Moreover, examination of corresponding
SCRiM-supported publications shows a variety of substantive engagements with the values
components of convergence research in general and climate risk management in particular
(Table 2). Most of these papers can be placed into one or more of four (overlapping) categories
of attention to values: interview-based studies of the values of stakeholders and researchers
(e.g., Bessette et al. 2017; Mayer et al. 2017); discussion and demonstration of how risk
analysis can better facilitate ethical deliberation (e.g., Garner, Reed, and Keller 2016; Lempert,
Groves, and Fischbach 2013; Simpson et al. 2016; Tuana 2013); values-inclusive policy
analysis that illuminates trade-offs among contested values (e.g., Adler et al. 2017; Garner and
Keller 2018; Garner, Reed, and Keller 2016; Quinn et al. 2018; Singh, Reed, and Keller 2015);
and examination of motivating values behind design choice in geoscience model building and
hazard characterization (e.g., Bakker et al. 2017; Bakker, Applegate, and Keller 2016; Quinn et
al. 2018; Wong et al. 2017).
When asked directly about the theme of coupled ethical-epistemic analysis, participants rated its
importance to achieving project research goals (see mission statement above) very highly in
absolute terms and highest among the three cross-cutting themes (Figure 2). We see this broad
agreement on the importance of the theme as validation of SCRiM’s focus on values and
encouragement to further pursue the potential for enabling convergence research through
foregrounding values.
At the same time, participants’ self-assessed understanding of the coupled ethical-epistemic
analysis theme was relatively low (Figure 2). This was presumably due, at least in part, to the
theme’s relative novelty for most participants. But other comments suggest this is not the only
reason. One participant said of coupled ethical-epistemic analysis “I’m a lot more aware of it,”
but “I’m not sure we’ve got a process down for, you know, incorporating it—it’s not, sort of, part
of the crank-turning.” Another said “I like to quantify things, and I thought it was just descriptive
and trying to label things, but I never saw it as a means of doing quantitative analysis.” A third
participant said “This was always something that was, to me, a bit of a catchphrase more than
an actual application.” These comments suggest that realizing the benefits of coupled
ethical-epistemic analysis may require more codified approaches that better operationalize the
practice, as well as improved integration into quantitative methods, tools, and workflows.
The values theme was led by participants from the humanities—specifically, philosophy (cf.
Nagatsu et al. 2020; Robinson et al. 2016; Tuana 2020)—and the tensions in the quotes above
regarding quantification and operational processes may derive in part from the disciplinary
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“distance” between humanists and scientists. As one participant noted: “the ethical-epistemic
stuff is different—different sort of people—and so it’s not as well-oiled a machine as some of the
other stuff.” More broadly, communication can also be more difficult between more “distant”
fields. Discussing challenges within SCRiM, one participant highlighted the “difficulty of
incorporating the philosophy world-view.” Another noted that some SCRiM researchers “come
from quite different disciplines, especially [philosopher], and so we never sort of worked, talking
the same language that much.”
Another factor that may have compounded barriers to deeper understanding of coupled
ethical-epistemic analysis was the relatively few project participants focused primarily on the
values theme. In terms of funding duration, humanists received just four percent of SCRiM’s
total person-months of funding, (compared with, e.g., twenty-eight percent for
meteorology/climatology, thirteen for geosciences, and ten for economics). In our experience of
interdisciplinary projects, the number of opportunities for learning and bridge-building between
one’s own field and another specific field is roughly proportional to the number of project
participants from that given field. As a result, the composition of personnel determines a
disciplinary “center of mass” towards which members’ cross-disciplinary learning is oriented.
Poorly-represented fields exert less influence on other participants’ direction of travel.
(Moreover, participants from poorly-represented regions of disciplinary space disproportionately
shoulder the burdens of “long distance” cross-disciplinary learning and communication.)
Allocating the representation of fields within project personnel may be an important lever for
establishing a project’s disciplinary center of mass, and through this, orienting participants’
limited cross-disciplinary bandwidth toward bridges that need further development.
5.3 Uniquely enabled research
As a part of our study, we asked SCRiM participants to tell us what, if anything, the project
enabled them to do in their research that they would not have done, or not been able to do,
outside the project but with the same funding (Section 2). We used qualitative data analysis,
with quantified inter-rater reliability (see SI), to summarize common themes that we saw in
participant responses (Table 1; Figure 1). We then dug deeper into one of those themes
(attention to values) by surveying project-supported research corresponding to participant
statements about uniquely enabled research (Table 2). Here this analysis formed one part of our
investigation of values and postdoc participation in convergence research, but thinking more
broadly, we see this component of our study as a promising approach for characterizing and
assessing the content of ITC research projects. As noted above, the “uniquely enabled”
question and subsequent steps of analysis provide one lens on the “value added” of a project at
the level of changes to individual participants’ research trajectories. This approach leverages
each project participant’s intimate knowledge of their own research and project collaborations.
Addressing the simple question of what effect (if any) a funded project had on participants’
research is vital for evaluating and learning from ITC projects. Yet few studies characterizing
ITC project outcomes explore the content of the research outputs, with most focusing instead on
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process and collaboration (Freeth and Caniglia 2020; Gaziulusoy et al. 2016; Hessels, De Jong,
and Brouwer 2018; König et al. 2013; Polk 2014), researcher satisfaction (Katoh et al. 2018;
Tress, Tress, and Fry 2005), or categories of outputs and outcomes (Corley, Boardman, and
Bozeman 2006; Cummings and Kiesler 2005, 2007; Steger et al. 2021; Teirlinck and Spithoven
2015; Tress, Tress, and Fry 2005). A number of bibliometric analyses posit and measure
indicators of interdisciplinarity in the publications of a project or researcher (Abramo, D’Angelo,
and Di Costa 2012; Abramo, D’Angelo, and Zhang 2018; Bark, Kragt, and Robson 2016; Anzai
et al. 2012; Porter, Roessner, and Heberger 2008), but these provide only a partial view through
the imperfect lenses of author affiliations and journal classifications. Our study demonstrates a
complementary approach to illuminating the content of research carried out within a project.
6 Conclusions
Here we apply our own backgrounds, perspectives, and experiences to interpret and translate
the findings of this study into actionable ideas. The following recommendations are in no way
comprehensive, nor do they exhaust what we have learned through SCRiM. The scope of these
recommendations is limited to issues directly informed by this study. The scope is further
restricted to ideas that are not already widely appreciated in published advice (see introduction).
Our goal is an incremental expansion of existing understanding of best practices for the design
and facilitation of convergence research projects. Other take-aways from the study are possible;
these are ours:
1. Follow the values. Scrutinize why the research matters, to whom, and in what ways.
Does the research design serve these motivations well? Acknowledge potential tensions
between real-world relevance, scientific feasibility, disciplinary norms, and professional
rewards. Navigate these tensions transparently. Further work is needed on how best to
structure and guide these activities and improve their interface with the workflows and
quantitative mindset of STEM researchers.
2. Exploit new training opportunities. Large convergence projects offer new kinds of
training opportunities. These include chances to expand one’s vision by appreciating the
breadth of a project and how all of the pieces fit together. Otherwise successful postdoc
training may not reliably advance this big-picture project understanding (and associated
capacity to envision and lead convergence research). Where such capacity-building is a
priority, new training mechanisms may be needed.
3. Support disciplinary islands. Participants whose disciplinary culture is far from a
project’s “center of mass” can face greater integration challenges. To support the
integration of concepts and methods from relatively isolated disciplines, consider
devising dedicated coordinating mechanisms or rethinking the project design to adjust
the disciplinary balance of the project team.
4. Leverage participant expertise in assessment. Each project participant knows their
own research far better than anyone else. This intimate knowledge can and should be
exploited to better understand the outcomes of convergence funding within the research
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of project participants. “Bottom up” approaches that begin from project participants’
perspective and experience can supplement “top down” bibliographic approaches to
quantifying interdisciplinarity and other aspects of research content.
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1 Breakdown of personnel and participation by institution20
Sections 1 and 2 of the article report numbers of SCRiM personnel and their interview participation21
rates. Here we provide a breakdown of those numbers by institution (Table S1). The institutional22
organization of SCRiM followed a “hub and spokes” design, with a larger number of personnel23
(including the PI) at a central “hub” institution and smaller numbers of personnel at each of24
seven “spokes” institutions.25
Table S1: Numbers of funded faculty (PI, co-PIs, site-leads, and senior personnel) and postdocs
at each SCRiM institution. Numbers following the slash report how many participated in the
interviews. E.g., institution a (the hub) hosted ten faculty among whom eight were interviewed.
(Letters assigned to institutions are the same as those used in Table S10 and Figure S2.)
institution a b c d e f g h
# funded faculty 10/8 1/1 1/1 2/1 3/1 1/0 5/1 1/1
# postdocs 15/13 1/0 2/2 1/0 0/0 1/0 0/0 0/0
2 Interview questions26
The main text reports our analysis of a subset of the interview questions. Table S2 provides the27
full list of questions.28
Table S2: The full list of questions used in the participant interviews. In this study, we report
our analysis of responses to the questions highlighted in yellow.
1 What do you find to be the unique features of SCRiM’s approach to research?
2 Can you describe any aspects of your own research that were uniquely enabled by SCRiM? In other
words, anything you were able to do thanks to participating in SCRiM, that you wouldn’t have
accomplished on your own with the same funding but without the network.
3 One element of SCRiM research is many-objective robust decision analysis.
a What is your level of understanding of many-objective robust decision analysis, on a scale from
one to five, where one is very low and five is very high?
b In your view, how important is many-objective robust decision analysis for achieving SCRiM re-
search goals, on a scale of one to five, where one is not important and five is very important?
c Does your work include many-objective robust decision analysis?
d What about your work before SCRiM?
e (Various follow-ups, depending on answers to previous questions.)
4 Another element of SCRiM research is identifying and characterizing decision-relevant deep un-
certainties.
a What is your level of understanding of identifying and characterizing decision- relevant deep un-
certainties, on a scale from one to five, where one is very low and five is very high?
b In your opinion, how important is identifying and characterizing decision-relevant deep uncertainties
for achieving SCRiM research goals, on a scale of one to five, where one is not important and five
is very important?
c Does your work involve identifying and characterizing decision-relevant deep uncertainties?
d What about your work before SCRiM?
e (Various follow-ups, depending on answers to previous questions.)
5 Another element of SCRiM research is coupled ethical-epistemic analysis.
a What is your level of understanding of coupled ethical-epistemic analysis, on a scale from one to
five, where one is very low and five is very high?
b In your opinion, how important is coupled ethical-epistemic analysis for achieving SCRiM research
goals, on a scale of one to five, where one is not important and five is very important?
c Does your work include coupled ethical-epistemic analysis?
d What about your work before SCRiM?
e (Various follow-ups, depending on answers to previous questions.)
6 Has participation in SCRIM changed your career trajectory?
7 Has participation in SCRIM changed your approach to communicating research?
8 In your opinion, in what ways has the SCRIM network been successful?
9 In your view, what could have been done better?
10 Is there anything else that you would like to add?
2
3 Details of transcript analysis29
Here we provide further details on the qualitative data analysis for Figure 1. To analyze responses30
to question 2 (see Table S2), we used a common approach to qualitative data in which concepts31
of interest are defined and the locations in the data where those concepts occur are flagged,32
allowing for quantitative summary of the frequency and distribution of the concepts. The list of33
concepts, together with descriptions of what constitutes an occurrence of each concept, is called34
the codebook. The activity of flagging parts of the data with these concepts (or codes) is called35
coding. In this case, two coders worked collaboratively through two phases of analysis: developing36
the codebook and coding the transcripts.37
3.1 Initial codebook development38
Coder 1 (also the interviewer) studied the transcripts and then devised and iteratively refined an39
initial set of codes. The criteria applied during this process were to generate: (a) a relatively small40
set of codes, (b) each conceptually clear and distinct from the others, that (c) together encompass41
the salient elements that occur multiple times across participant responses. These criteria led to an42
initial coding system consisting of two groups of codes with eight codes in each group (Table S3).43
The codes in group A label phases of research (motivation, design, execution), types of activity44
(collaboration, exposure, mentoring), and things that support research (infrastructure, tools),45
with no regard for the topics or themes addressed in or through the research. Codes in group46
B label aspects of the intellectual content of the research activities or the focus of the research.47
Only group-B results are reported in the main text. Group-A coding was ultimately used only as48
a preliminary step in filtering and preparing transcripts.49
Table S3: The initial codebooks (abbreviated) for group-A and group-B codes, developed by
coder 1 prior to clarification and testing involving coder 2.
group A (phases, activities, and supporting elements of research)
motivation Motivations or purpose behind research activities
design Formulation or design of research questions or analyses
research Research activities and results (general catch-all)
collaboration Collaborating or consulting on specific research projects
exposure Communication or interaction outside of research projects
mentoring Mentoring or guidance (both formal and informal)
infrastructure Research infrastructure such as computing resources
tools Reusable, shareable research tools (typically software)
group B (intellectual content, focus, and other features of research)
uncertainty Emphasizes or expands treatment of uncertainties
values Involves attention to values
decision Emphasizes decision-relevance or actionable insight
skill sets Skill sets combined
disciplines Disciplines or disciplinary knowledge integrated
new topic Topic or application is new to the researcher
stakeholders Stakeholder participation
sustained Long-term or repeated interactions
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3.2 Codebook testing and revision (group-A codes)50
Coder 2 read the draft codebook for group A, and coders 1 and 2 iteratively refined the codebook51
across multiple rounds of discussion and revision focussed on clarifying the meaning of the codes52
and establishing a shared understanding of those meanings. These revisions produced a revised53
codebook. (These steps were taken without reference to any transcripts. Coder 2 saw the54
interview transcripts only later, at the stage of applying the final codebook.)55
At this point, three researchers who did not participate in the study were interviewed (using56
slightly modified question wording) to generate additional transcripts for coding practice. These57
researchers were two postdoctoral scholars working with SCRiM’s PI on similar topics (though not58
funded through SCRiM), and one SCRiM-funded doctoral student. These additional interviews59
were recorded and transcribed by the interviewer. We refer to the resulting transcripts as the60
practice transcripts. (Otherwise, transcripts refers to the transcribed responses of the twenty-nine61
study participants.)62
Coders 1 and 2 independently coded the practice transcripts using the revised group-A codebook.63
To quantify inter-rater reliability of this practice coding, the practice transcripts were blocked into64
paragraph-sized passages, and each coder’s results were summarized in terms of which codes were65
present (one or more instances) within each block of text. In this way, each coder can be seen as66
having made x times y binary judgments (present/absent), where x is the number of text blocks67
and y the number of codes. With the results so characterized, Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) can68
be applied to quantify inter-rater reliability. The “practice” column of Table S4 reports kappa69
scores for each code and for the set of codes.70
Table S4: Inter-rater reliability of coding during development and final application of code group
A. f refers to frequency of agreement and κ refers to Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960).
practice sample lumped reduced
code κ f κ f κ f κ
motivation .00 .63 -.20
design -.66 .63 .14 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
research (unspecified) .00 .88 .75
collaboration .40 .88 .71 .88 .71
exposure 1.0 .88 .71 .88 .71
mentoring .57 1.0 – 1.0 –
infrastructure – 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
tools .00 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
overall .32 .86 .60 .96 .89 1.0 1.0
The coders then examined each other’s coding of the practice transcripts and every instance of71
disagreement was discussed to discover the source of the disagreement, converge on a consen-72
sus coding, further refine the meaning and application conditions for the codes, and revise the73
codebook. This produced the final codebook for group A (Table S5).74
3.3 Coding transcripts (group-A codes)75
To provide a check on coder subjectivity in the analysis of participant responses, a portion of76
the transcripts were double coded. (Coder 1 was also the interviewer and had previously studied77
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Table S5: Final codebook for group-A codes. Coding with group-A was ultimately used only as
a preliminary step to filter and prepare transcripts for analysis with group-B codes (Table S6).
code short description / notes
motivation Motivations or purpose behind research activities
Talk of the consequences of doing research, such as “I learned a lot about . . . ” should
not be coded motivation without indication that this consequence was anticipated and
considered as a reason for pursuing the research.
design Formulation or design of research questions or analyses
Talk of new “methods” or “approaches” may indicate design (though not if mainly
professional development, e.g., “I learned new methods”). Shifting topics is design
only if the shift is driven by change in research questions.
collaboration Collaborating or consulting on specific research projects
The word “we” (rather than “I”) may suggest collaboration but should be coded as
such only if there is further emphasis on the collaborative nature of the research.
research Catch-all for research activities and results discussed in general terms
When possible, use the more specific codes motivation, design, or collaboration instead.
mentoring Mentoring or guidance (formal or informal)
If within a joint research project, remember to also apply collaboration.
exposure Communication or interaction outside of research projects
Applies to within-network interaction not directed towards a specific research project.
Includes passive exposure to network members’ research or expertise, for example, at
summer schools and all-hands meetings.
infrastructure Research infrastructure such as computing resources and staff
tools Reusable, shareable research code/software
the transcripts in detail during the development of the initial draft codebook; coder 2 was seeing78
the transcripts for the first time during this coding exercise.) The two coders independently79
coded eight participant responses (28%) using the final group-A codebook developed above. The80
eight participants were selected randomly (uniform distribution) after removing the five longest81
responses (for efficiency in the double-coding exercise).82
To quantify inter-rater reliability, each participant’s full response was treated as a single block of83
text and coding results were summarized in terms of presence (one or more instances) or absence84
of each code within each block. (Note that this is the same resolution at which we report coding85
results in the main text of the paper.) In this way, each coder can be seen as having made 8*8=6486
binary (present/absent) judgments. Characterizing the coding results in this way, the “sample”87
column of Table S4 reports both the frequency of agreement and the kappa score for each code88
separately and the set of codes together.89
Low inter-rater reliability for the codes representing phases of research (motivation, design, and90
execution) indicated a high degree of subjectivity in the application of those codes, despite efforts91
to reduce this during codebook development. We therefore lumped those three codes under the92
general concept of undifferentiated research activity, defining the new code research as the logical93
disjunction of motivation, design, and execution. Agreement on this broad (and less informative)94
research code was very high (see column “lumped” in Table S4).95
Though inter-rater reliability on the codes mentoring, infrastructure, and tools was high, these96
codes occurred very rarely in the eight double-coded responses and we set them aside at that97
point. We decided at this point to use the group-A coding only as a filter to determine which98
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responses—and within a response, which parts—would be coded using the group-B codes. We99
would apply the group-B codes only to statements that did in fact refer to the participant’s own100
SCRiM-supported research, as indicated by the group A codes research and collaboration (see101
column “reduced” in Table S4). While question 2 explicitly asks participants to talk about their102
own research, interview subjects often talk about other things as well, and we used the group-A103
codes—in the very reduced form just two codes—to separate out the statements that in fact refer104
to the participant’s SCRiM-supported research.105
3.4 Codebook testing and revision (group-B codes)106
Testing and revision of the group-B codes followed the same steps as for group A. First, coders107
1 and 2 discussed and revised the draft codebook (Table S3) to clarify codes and establish108
shared understandings of their meaning. Second, coders 1 and 2 applied the revised codebook109
independently to the practice transcripts. Inter-rater reliability was quantified as per the group110
A method, and every instance of disagreement was discussed in order to find the source of111
disagreement, converge on a consensus coding, and further refine the codebook. During this112
process, we trimmed and consolidated the original eight codes (Table S3) down to the four codes113
in the final group-B codebook (Table S6).114
Table S6: Final codebook for group-B codes, including short code descriptions, additional notes,
indicator words, and guiding examples. See Table S7 for inter-rater reliability.
code short description / notes and indicator words / example changes to research
uncertainty Discussion of uncertainty
Includes typical use of the words: extremes, extreme outcomes, extreme values, GEV
functions/distributions, tails, probability, distributions, ensembles, scenarios, statistics,
calibration, risk, reliability, or certainty.
• expanded or improved treatment of uncertainty • increased attention to method choices
in addressing uncertainty • better integration of treatment of uncertainty with other
aspects of research (including aspects under the values and decision-relevance codes)
relevance Discussion of research on decisions or of relevance of one’s research to decisions
Includes normal use of the terms mitigation, adaptation, integrated assessment, deci-
sion analysis, decision making, RDM, or actionable insight, as well as discussion of the
information needs of stakeholders or decision makers.
• shifting to more decision-relevant research topics • more attention to actionable insights
• improving the decision-relevant aspects of the work • better integration of decision
relevance with other aspects of research
values Discussion of ethical values
Can be anyone’s values. Includes talk of objectives, reasons, or why people care about
risks and climate/weather impacts.
• greater attention to values shaping or woven into research • explicit consideration of
values not previously appreciated • shifting to research topics where values play a larger
role • better integration of attention to values with other aspects of research (including
interaction with uncertainties or decision-relevance)
disciplines Discussion of combining disciplinary knowledge or crossing disciplinary lines
Applies to both research content and team makeup. We don’t judge depth of integration.
Talk of fields, areas, or skill sets may indicate disciplines.
• Incorporating new other-discipline knowledge or perspectives • collaborating with peo-
ple from disciplines not already routinely collaborated with
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Our refinement of one code in particular deserves some additional discussion. Initially, the “val-115
ues” code was meant to track attention to values understood broadly to include both ethical and116
epistemic values. But we found that some attention to epistemic values is nearly always apparent117
in participants’ discussion of their “uniquely enabled” research. Since coding for omnipresent118
concepts is largely uninformative, we narrowed the code to address only the rarer instances of119
attention to ethical values. Because attention to epistemic values is so common in our inter-120
view transcripts, many passages that we coded as (ethical) “values” also include consideration of121
epistemic values and may indicate coupled ethical-epistemic analysis. Still, the “values” code is122
narrower than coupled ethical-epistemic analysis as the code does not require concurrent consid-123
eration of epistemic values or of trade-offs between values across categories.124
3.5 Coding transcripts (group-B codes)125
Coders 1 and 2 independently applied the final group-B codebook to eight transcripts (coding126
only those statements previously coded as “research” or “collaboration” during group-A coding).127
For this double-coding, we began with the same eight transcripts used for the group-B double-128
coding exercise, though two of those did not contain any statements coded as “research” or129
“collaboration” and therefore contained no text in need of group-B codes. We replaced these with130
two more transcripts chosen randomly (uniform distribution) from the remaining transcripts (again131
excluding the five longest). Inter-rater reliability was quantified as per the group A procedure and132
is displayed per code and overall in Table S7. Coder 1’s coding of these and the remaining133
transcripts is the basis for quantitative results reported in the main text.134
Table S7: Frequency of agreement (f) and inter-rater reliability (κ) for the final group-B codes







4 Project events considered in Figure 3135
Here we describe the events considered by the “project events attended” variable used in Figures136
3b and 3e. Each year, SCRiM held two events that brought project members together in-person137
from across the network: (1) an all-hands project meeting, and (2) an interdisciplinary summer138
school in climate risk management. The potential explanatory variable “project events attended”139
counts the number of these events attended by each participant prior to their interview. The140
interviews took place during the sixth year of SCRiM. At that time, five events of each type had141
been held, so individuals’ attendance counts vary from zero to ten.142
All-hands meetings were generally two days long. These meetings were centered around report-143
outs from the project teams working on twelve sub-projects within SCRiM. There was also time144
allocated for sub-project team meetings and break-out sessions on cross-cutting topics. All-hands145
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meetings provided an important opportunity for SCRiM project members to learn about sub-146
projects and research themes that they were not otherwise directly involved with and to deepen147
connections between their own research and the big-picture vision of SCRiM. For this reason,148
we consider attendance at all-hands meetings as an a priori plausible contributor to participants’149
overall intellectual integration within the project as assessed by their understanding of the three150
cross-cutting themes discussed in the main text.151
Summer schools were five days long and covered a wide range of interdisciplinary topics in climate152
risk management research including a significant focus on each of SCRiM’s three cross-cutting153
themes. Summer schools were taught primarily by SCRiM-funded faculty and attended mainly154
by graduate students and postdocs from outside the project. The summer school was also used155
as an onboarding activity for new SCRiM postdocs, most of whom attended the summer school156
during their first year working for the project. Some postdocs returned later as instructors, and157
many faculty participated as instructors multiple years. Our attendance counts include both158
participation as a student/attendee or as an instructor.159
5 Departmental and disciplinary classifications in Figure 3160
See Tables S8 and S9 for the departmental and disciplinary classification schemes used in the161
coauthorship analysis underlying Figures 3c and 3f. Departmental affiliations were obtained from162
participants’ institutional websites. The disciplinary scheme was created “by hand,” and as a163
result includes some subjectivity both in the choices of where to draw lines between disciplines164
and in where to place individuals within the categories. The point of the disciplinary classification165
was not to achieve a perfect or objectively correct classification (which is not possible), but rather166
to provide a second perspective on the analysis based on departmental affiliation.167
Table S8: Departmental classification scheme used in the coauthorship analysis for Figures 3c and
3f. Person counts include only SCRiM participants who coauthored at least one SCRiM-supported
publication before the cut-off date used in the publications analysis for Figure 3.
name of department/unit (across multiple institutions) # people
1 earth and environmental systems institute 16
2 department of meteorology and atmospheric science 6
3 department of geosciences 5
4 department of statistics 4
5 department of civil and environmental engineering 3
6 department of environmental sciences 3
7 energy and resources group 3
8 (institution x) 3
9 dept. of agricultural economics, sociology, and education 2
10 department of agricultural and resource economics 2
11 department of earth and environment 2
12 department of economics 2
13 applied research laboratory 1
14 department of energy and mineral engineering 1
15 department of environmental and resource economics 1
16 department of philosophy 1
17 sustainable development institute 1
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Table S9: Disciplinary classification scheme used in the coauthorship analysis for Figures 3c and
3f. Person counts include only SCRiM participants who coauthored at least one SCRiM-supported
publication before the cut-off date used in the publications analysis for Figure 3.




4 civil/environmental engineering 6
5 policy analysis/decision support 6
6 philosophy 5
7 statistics 4
8 applied math/computer science 3
9 operations research 2
10 sustainable development 1
6 Outlier participants in Figure 3168
We removed one participant each from the linear regressions in Figures 3a and 3c and from the169
associated confidence interval calculations. Here we explain our rationale for those choices and170
present the results of the same analyses if those participants are instead included.171
Figure 3a plots participants’ mean understanding (of three SCRiM research themes) against the172
number of months of funding received by the participant prior to their interview. One participant,173
the project manager, had a dual role consisting primarily (in terms of funding duration) of man-174
agement but also some research. Because of this management role, the project manager received175
nearly four times as many funding months as the next highest faculty participant. And because176
these months of funding represent a different type of participation compared to other faculty par-177
ticipants, we believe it is better to leave the project manager out of the regression relating project178
understanding to months of funding. Figure S1a* shows the results of both approaches, and the179
figure caption includes the associated confidence intervals on the slope of the linear regression180
lines.181
Figure 3c plots participants’ mean understanding of project themes against indices of within-182
project coauthorship across departmental and disciplinary lines. One participant, the principal183
investigator, scored more than three times as high as the next highest participant on these indices.184
Because the principal investigator has a unique position with respect to project publications (as185
the “anchor author” on a very large number of publications) we believe that including the PI in186
this regression involves a misleading apples-to-oranges comparison. Figure S1c* shows the linear187
regression lines with and without the PI, and the figure caption includes the associated confidence188
intervals on the slope of those lines.189
7 Coauthorship across institutions in SCRiM190
Our analysis of SCRiM-supported publications included an additional component not reported in191
the main text. We report the findings of this additional component here.192
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regression without Project Manager
regression with Project Manager
























regression without Principal Investigator










index of coauthorship outside department / discipline
Figure S1: Figures 3a and 3c redrawn with added regression lines and no axis breaks. 90%
confidence intervals for slopes of regression lines: (a*) without PM: (.01, .36); with PM: (-.02,
.09); (c*) without PI: dept. (.05, .19), disc. (.04, .20); with PI: dept. (0, .06), disc. (0, .06).
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The institutional organization of SCRiM followed a “hub and spokes” design, with a proportionally193
larger number of personnel (as well as the PI) at a central “hub” institution and smaller numbers194
of personnel at each of seven “spokes” institutions.195
Using the database of SCRiM-supported publications discussed in the main text, we examined196
patterns of coauthorship across the project’s eight institutions. Table S10 shows the numbers197
of publications coauthored across institutions, and Figure S2 summarizes the same data visually.198
All but two spoke institutions coauthored publications with the hub, but spokes did not (with199
one exception) coauthor with other spokes. Looking across the spoke institutions, the proportion200
of publications that include a SCRiM coauthor from another institution (i.e., the fraction of the201
circle that is filled in) varies widely (compare, e.g., institutions b and c).202
Table S10: Publication counts by institution and for cross-institution coauthorship. Letters
a–h represent institutions that participated in SCRiM. Numbers on the diagonal report the total
number of SCRiM-supported publications coauthored by participants at each institution. Numbers
off the diagonal report the number of publications with coauthors from both the row and column
institutions. These results include publications through March 2020 (one additional year beyond
the cut-off time used in the publications analysis for Figure 3).
a b c d e f g h
a 91 1 12 1 1 0 4 0
b – 24 0 0 0 0 0 0
c – – 18 0 0 0 0 0
d – – – 14 0 2 0 0
e – – – – 10 0 0 0
f – – – – – 10 0 0
g – – – – – – 8 0
h – – – – – – – 1
8 Data availability and protection of study participants203
We supply all code used in our analysis and also sufficient data to reproduce our figures. The204
data files that we provide are “downstream” from antecedent data sources that cannot be fully205
shared because they contain personal information about our study participants or could be used206
to identify our participants. Figure S3 shows our full data-analysis process and clarifies what is207
provided and what is withheld to protect study participants.208
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Figure S2: An infographic visualizing the data in Table S10. Letters a–h represent institutions
that participated in SCRiM. Circles below the institution labels represent the number of publi-
cations with at least one coauthor from that institution (number of pubs. proportional to area).
Outer circles include all publications; inner circles (filled) include only those with a coauthor
from another SCRiM institution. Arcs show which institutions coauthored with which (number
proportional to thickness). No publication had coauthors from more than two SCRiM institutions.
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manual coding via brat annotation tool
Figure S3: A flow chart of data sources and code used in the analysis. Text along gray lines
describes how provided files were generated from withheld files. Interview transcripts are withheld
as per the informed consent agreement with study participants. Input and output files used by
the pubstats package are withheld because they reveal the identities of our study participants.
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